The "component counting lower bound ll known for deterministic linear search algorithms (LSA's) also holds for their probabilistic versions (PLSA's) for many problems, even if two-sided error is allowed, and if one does not charge for probabilistic choice. This implies lower bounds on PLSA's for e.g. the element distinctness problem (n log n) or the knapsack problem (n 2 ). These results yield the first separations between probabilistic and non-deterministic l ..SA's, because the above problems are nondeterministically much easier. Previous lower bounds for PLSA's either only worked for one-sided error lion the nice side", i.e. on the side where the problems are even non-deterministically hard, or only for probabilistic comparison trees. The proof of the loweb ound differs fundamentally from all known lower bounds for LSA's or PLSA's, because it does not reduce the problem to a combinatorial one but argues extensively about e.g. a non-discrete measure for similarity of sets in R". This lower bound result solves an open problem posed by Manber and Tompa as well as by Snir.
I. Introduction
Linear search algorithms (LSA's) and algebraic computation trees (ACT's) are abstractions of random access machines (RAM's) with operations {+,-} or {+,-,*}. They have turned out to be a convenient computation model for proving lower bounds for many interesting problems (see [DL] , [R] , or [Ml] for LSA's, and [B] for ACT's). As these lower bounds for LSA's can be carried over to RAM's (see [Df] , [ftfl] ), they even hold for a very realistic computational model.
Recently some effort was done to understand the power of probabilistic versions of LSA's (PLSA's). rvlanber and Tompa in [~fl1 and Snir in [S] proved lower bounds for PLSA's with one-or two-sided error. A PLSA with runtime T recognizes a language L c R" with two-sided error a, if, for each input, it computes the wrong output with probability~Q and in expected time at most T. The error is one-sided, if for inputs from L, the output is always correct. One has to assume that a <~. because otherwise every language can be recognized by the PLSA which just flips a coin to determine the output.
Manber and Tompa showed nlogn lower bounds on PLSA's for comparison problems as the element distinctness problem, if only comparisons are allowed as queries and one charges for probabilistic choice. They allowed two-sided error.
In [DL] , Dobkin and Lipton proved the "component counting lower bound" which says that an LSA which recognizes a language with s connected components has depth at O(logs).
Snir showed how to carry over the "component counting lower bound" for LSA's due to Dobkin and Lipton from [DL] to PLSA's with one-sided error. He does not charge for probabilistic choice. But the important examples for his bound all have the property that they are even nondeterministically hard, as shown in [MTJ. Snir's method does not work for the (non-deterministically easy) complements of these languages.
Thus, as pointed out by Manber and Tompa as well as by Snir in the papers mentioned above, the remaining open question is
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For which languages. does the component courning /oK'er bound also hold on PLSA's with one-sided error on the "hard
side'~or, more generally, on PLS,A s with tlVO-sided error.
As shown by Snir in [S] , we may not expect that all10wer bounds for LSA's also hold for PLSA's. He showed counter examples, even for randomized LSA's where no errors are allowed.
We will show the following result.
Let L be a union of m hyperplanes in R n with s = mO(n) connected components. (As shoMt'Tl in [Dfl, L then These bounds hold even if we do not charge for probabilistic choice and allow this choice to be very powerful : the algorithm may pick randomly real numbers from real intervals.
This implies e.g. the nlogn lower bound for the element distinctness problem or the n 2 lower bound for the knapsack problem previously known for LSA's. As the complements of these languages are non-deterministically easy (O(logn) and O(n), resp.), we establish the first separation result between non-deterministic and probabilistic LSA's.
The second result of this paper deals with ACT's. We show for their probabilistic version (PACT's) with two-sided error the following result, if one charges for probabilistic choice. Assume that we consider inputs from R". Each PACT or PLSA with two-sided This result for LSA's shows that the gaps between deterministic and probabilistic LSA's shown by Snir cannot become too big.
The result for ACT's is important in the spirit of the papers [~12] and [M3] . There it is shown that the property of LSA's only to handle inputs consisting of a fixed number of variables, Le. only to deal with n-dimensional restrictions of problems, makes them powerful enough to compute n-dimensional restrictions of some NP-complete problems as the knapsack problem or the traveling salesman problem in polyno-66 mial time. Also ACT's only deal with n-dimensional restrictions of problems. Thus the question arises whether this property makes also ACT's very strong. Our result shows that they are at least so strong that their probabilistic and deterministic versions are polynomially related.
The paper is organized as follo,vs. In section II we define PLSA's, give some geometrical definitions and state our main theorem, namely the lower bound. This will still be slightly different from the component counting lower bound mentioned above.
In section III we conclude the component counting lower bound from the main theorem and show applications.
The sections IV and V contain the proof of the main theorem. In section IV we state the main lemma. It is easy to see that the inputs arriving at a leaf of an LSA D form a convex polytope. The faces of these polytopes are called the faces of D. Let L eRn be a the union of hyperplanes, which intersect in exactly one point. Let L' eRn be some other language. The main lemma says :
The proof of this lemma differs fundamentally from all known lower bound proofs for LSAts or PLSA's, because it does not seem to be reducible to a combinatorial argumentation by explicitly defining a finite set of inputs, for which the bound is shown. In our case, the measure for similarity of languages mentioned above is a non-discrete measure, and the proof of the main lemma does not seem to have a discrete analogy.
In section V we conclude the main theorem from the main lemma by showing the existence of an LSA, constructed from the PLSA by fixing the probabilistic choices suitably, which has many different faces of small dimension. Now. usual combiatorial arguments apply and the lower bound follows.
Section VI contains the simulation. The proof of this result is based on a technique to simulate probabilistic computations with two-sided error by deterministic computations, if only finitely many inputs are allowed. Such a technique is introduced by Gill in [GJ in connection with probabilistic Turing machines.
In order to obtain simulations for our computation models (in which the input set, R'\ is infinite), we have to consider the structure of functions computed in ACT's and LSA's. Here we again, as in [BJ, make use of Milnors bound from [~fi] for the number of connected components R n can be subdivided into by the set of roots of a polynomial with given degree. Started with some input x E R", the tree is traversed from the root to a leaf always following the left or right branch of a node according to whether its query is fulfilled or not. The language L c R" recognized by D is the set of inputs arriving at accepting leaves. Let TD(x) denote the length of the puth followed by The expected runtime of D started with x is
In order to make sure that the above probabilities and the (expected) runtime exist, we assume that the function which maps each c E [0,1] to Dc (described by the vector of the the coefficients of the queries at the nodes of Dc) is measurable.
The fact that the probabilistic choice is only done in the beginning of a computation does not weaken the model, because we can simulate the model in which probabilistic choices are done step by step in 67 the obvious way. Note that we do not charge for probabilistic choice. Now, in order to describe our main result, we first need some geometrical definitions. Let L be defined We will assume that the remark holds far all PLSA's considered in this paper. Now we are ready ta state the main result of this paper.
WI
Alain 1Momn: Let L= Un, have s vertices. Let D be ,-I an a-PLSA for L with runtime T. Then
In the next section we will derive concrete lower bounds from this result. and /2~S2 -1.
Thus
III. Applications of the main theorem
In this section we shall relate our main theorem to the known lower bounds for (deterministic) LSA's based on the "component counting argument" due to Dobkin and Lipton from [DL] . This argument proves that an LSA needs n(logs) steps to recognize a language with s connected components.
connected components for some p > O.Then for a <!. each a-PLSA for L has runtime Q(logs).
First we note that the restriction "a <~" is necessary, because, for larger a, L can be recognized in one step just by flipping a coin to determine the output.
For the proof we first state a lemma based on an idea due to Bennett and Gill from [BG] . (See also the idea of the proof of lemma 6.) It shows that lower bounds on PLSA's are independent of the error probability. as long as this probability is smaller than i. Proof of theorem 1 : Let I p denote the number of
., n'=(n-p) and B be an n'-dimensional affine subspace of R" which intersects each p-dimensional face of L in one point. We now want to apply the main theorem to D'. Let a = !p' . Then the main theorem yields its complement has (k + 1) connected components. Therefore this lower bound follows also from theorem 1. q.e.d.
IV. The main lemma
In this chapter we state and prove the main lemma . For this purpose we define a measure for the "similarity" of languages. Let for this purpose 
and L). As the (n-l)-dimensional volume of e.g. L is infinite, we have to be a bit more careful with a formal definition.
A set A c R n is p-dimensional, if the lowest dimensional affine subspace of R n containing A is pdimensional. Let now A be at most p-dimensional, bounded, and measurable. (All sets we deal with in the sequel are obviously measurable, we shall no longer point that out in this paper.) Vp 
ments, R'(L',L) = In([',R n ). In this case we do not have to care about in
Now, we can define the "sinli1arity of L' to L " to
\Ve now state some elementary properties of Rn(L'~).
For this purpose we make the convention that, for a hyperplane H, R n -1 (L ' nH,L nH) is meant to be defined relative to H (~Rn-l). Again, this lemma follows by the definitions and elementary measure theory.
We are now ready to state our main lemma. The lemma is implied in the following proposition.
The lemma can be concluded as follows. By (ii), )~n-i-l= 2(n -, + 1) (~-On. As B(n,y) S; n always holds, the main lemma follows.
Proof of the proposition : It is easy to see that
Rn(R n,L) = Rn(~,L) =~. Therefore (j) holds, because an LSA without an (n-1)-dimensional face has no query and therefore accepts either R n or nothing.
To prove (ii) let D be an LSA as described in the main lemma. Let H be the hyperplane defined by the first query in D. If H is not parallel to any Hi, then we apply lemma 3 (c) and get some H' parallel to H such that
Rn-l(L'nH',LnH') -2~~y -2~by the above. In this section we assume that probabilistic choices are fair coin flips, and each coin flip adds one step to the runtime of the algorithm. We first consider a very general type of computation trees.
Let A be a set, and let F be a family of functions f:A ... R. A probabilistic computation tree (peT) D with queries defined by F is a binary computation tree which takes inputs from A. An inner node v of D is either a probabilistic node or a query node. At a probabilistic node, a coin is flipped to determine which branch to follow. At a query node a query f(x)'c'O is asked to determine which branch to follow. correctly. This is the desired CT.
Lemma 6 shows an efficient simulation of probabilistic by deterministic computations, if the input set is finite. But for the computational models we are interested in the input set is infinite, namely R". On the other hand, in lemma 2 we have not used any properties of the set F of functions defining the queries. We now shall see how to take into·account the 'structure' of F in order to get results similar to lemma 2 when the input set is infinite.
Let F={ftt... ,f m }, and let c= (Ch ,C",) ex-PACT's, the recognized language, and the complexity, as well as the deterministic version (ACT) are defined as for peT's.
We now are ready to state the result of this section. Proof of lemma 8 : This proof is based on a theorem due to Milnor from [Ali] which is previously already used in [B] . We know that d's:2d (recall that d is the degree of pl. Thus, by Milnor's theorem, c(p') has at most (2d + 1)(2d + 2)"-1 connected components. As by 73 claim 6, k= I A' I~(number of connected components of c(p')), lemma 8 follows. q.e.d.
